
 
Field Trip Reminder: 3/14/18 – Laguna Beach: Beginning Photography 

 
Hello fellow photographers, 
 
Here is your friendly reminder: On Friday 3/16, we are NOT meeting in our usual 
classroom that week.  Instead, we are going on location on a field trip on Wednesday 3/14; 
details follow in this e-mail. You can take part in the field trip if you have filled out the 
waiver form. You will provide your own transportation. 
 
*We are going on a field trip to Laguna Beach to enjoy the experience of late afternoon, 
sunset and night photography.  

The sun sets at 6:58PM on 3/14/18. Class will commence from 3:30-6:30 on 
location. 

3:30: Meet at gazebo at Heisler Park, Laguna Beach – Please be on time.  
 
Location: Cliff Drive between Myrtle Street & State Route 1. 
Next to Las Brisas Restaurant.   
Address:  
Heisler Park 375 Cliff Drive, Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2332 
 
**Park in metered parking; bring a credit card to feed the meters until 7:00pm. 
 
***Meet at 3:30 sharp for role call (sign in sheets) at the Gazebo to the west (facing the 
ocean) of Las Brisas Restaurant’s patio.  
Optional, if you wish to stay after the sun goes down: Around 7:00 - right after sunset - we 
will gather near the gazebo and enjoy the “blue time” - that point when the night sky still 
has color.  
 
BRING: 

ü Camera 
ü Tripod, shutter release (either wired or remote) – vital if you stay after it gets dark 
ü Flashlight or penlight  
ü Notebook to record information.   
ü Extra charged battery – you will go through power. 
ü Favorite lenses 
ü Comfortable walking shoes; you will be on a beach. 

Dress in layers; it can get cold and breezy around sunset.  
Bring a credit card or cash for parking meters or pay for parking at Las Brisas, if you are 
grabbing a bite at this fabulous restaurant before the photo session. 
 
Get ready to have some fun with changing afternoon light in a beautiful location! 
 
 
         Objectives on next page: 
 
 
 



Objectives:  
 
Best of Laguna Beach: Upload no more than 3 of your very best images from the Laguna 
Beach afternoon –  try back lighting, scenic, other scenes which catch your eye, applying 
what you have learned in design & composition, and add your best sunsets and “golden 
hour” photographs. Place your top favorite in the #1 position, next in the #2 position, etc. 
Label with your first and last name. 
  
       If you stay after the sun goes down: Challenge yourself to adjust exposure for low light 
photography and enjoy “blue time;” the time after the sun sets and before nightfall, when the 
sky looks deep blue.  If any of your "painting with light" studies were successful and worth 
sharing, please include them. 
 
Goals: 

1. Have fun. 
2. Experiment with back lighting 
3. Use tripod after the light is low. 
4. Meter and adjust exposures in rapidly changing light 
5. Golden hour (around sunset) 
6. Use polarizer filter to reduce glare and reflections as appropriate. 
7. Use low ISO (yet compare an image using high ISO and see the difference in image 

quality). 
8. Compose beautiful images! 

 
Reminder: Give your camera's batteries a fresh charge and allow for plenty of room on your 
memory card. Bring your favorite lenses, lens hoods (if you have one), water to drink (stay 
hydrated) and wear comfortable shoes. Bring a hat or a cap and get ready to have fun with 
photography. When using a tripod, turn off all anti-shake controls (VR, IS, anti-shake).l 
          Questions? Please e-mail me, and look forward to seeing you next week - on location! 
lhoffman@saddleback.edu 
Please add your class ticket #20335 (Friday) on the subject line. 

 


